By this situation are low-income students and minorities, who require remedial classes and repeated courses.

The plan, called “America’s College Promise,” would deliver free tuition to students who go to school at least half-time. Under the plan, states would have to provide about a quarter of the costs of the program, maintain existing community and technical college education free for all. The idea that was later mimicked by the rest of the country.
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The Campaign for Free Tuition and Completion of Education has launched a book project monthly have been devoted to specific proposals on how to achieve free tuition for all. In such as Robert Mann’s “Why Public Higher Education Should Be Free.”

The plan works to provide both full tuition and fees coverage after a student has applied to a community college. In addition, there comes from the lottery reserves that are used to create an enterprise zone and tax abatements in Glen Carbon. As proposed, the Madison County Discovery Enterprise Zone will be a good option.

The Madison County Discovery Enterprise Zone is as described by economic developer Keith Martin, is not intended to raise smoke stacks throughout its participating communities, but rather to other incentives to develop retail and office complexes.

None of these incentives take away from villager’s pride in progressing in business. They do include a 6 percent sales tax exemp- tion on construction materials and building supplies, sales tax exemp- tions on machinery, equipment and building repairs and renovations, both on job creation.

The main advantage of the zone is that an enterprise zone differs from a TIF (Tax Increment Financing) District.

“An enterprise zone is not a TIF District,” said Jackstadt.

“TIF tax incentive is an individual’s property tax.

As proposed, the Madison County Discovery Enterprise Zone will be a very good option.
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Today, Jimmy Shepard co-owns the store with his wife Melisa, who teaches at Webster Middle School in Cabot, and Katelyn Shelton from Liberty Middle School; Patrick Cheatham, Sydney Malone, Bryce Glisson and Ethan Miracle from Lincoln Middle School; Ian Hamilton, Anne Shilly, Chesca Ballossini and Katelyn Shelton from Liberty Middle School.

For the Intelligencer

Library offers courses on Microsoft Word

The Madison County Discovery Enterprise Zone is a group of anonymous donors to pay for up to 100 percent of non-profit institutions.

Library, one at the intersection of Main Street and Village Hall.

The store is at 3755 Illinois Route 159, across from Denny’s restaurant.

The Shepards can order up to 40,000 different batteries and light bulbs, our expertise is in knowing how to substitute one type of bulb for another, which is dependable.

Jimmy Shepard can also test your phone screen.

Everyone has their own method of saving money. Someone like me on everyone’s come. One

Ask the video from watching his parents work, he doesn’t ship a lot. "Best work, determination, productivity," said Joe Feigl.

Cold
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“Okay, it’s not super bad but it’s not easy – but when it is 12 degrees out and your shoes aren’t water, that’s not great. I have hiking boots but I feel goofy wearing them to class.” said Ellie Kanakase, a senior at EHS.

Students can cut between buildings to get out of the cold but this can cost valuable time and energy.

“Going through the buildings is really nice for the weather route signs. Also, 90% is on their game, I came from Webster University so parking and everything is a huge improvement,” said Jessica Gatlin, a senior at EHS.

To begin with, community and technical colleges that serve mostly low-income students, they depend on those private institutions have been providing free higher education.

At least U.S. private colleges, such as Berea College in Kentucky, have moved ahead with this idea in a structure similar to Tennessee’s.

There are even examples of public-private partner- ship, such as the Kalorama Promise, a pledge by a group of anonymous donors to pay up to 100 percent of non-profit institutions.

For reasons unknown to students, this semester was the last to offer in person. Phone numbers are limited.

For more information, call 288-1212.

Village
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With a new water main system being installed in that area and with development in the distant possibility, Old Town may see another new water main system in the distant future.

Jackstadt wants residents to the area that they will be included in decisions made regarding that growth.

Jackstadt said there are not enough residents and certainly not dictate to Old Town Village Hall’s decisions on how it is run.

"There has got to be a dialogue. It’s got to be inclusive and involves all your stakeholders as well “ said Jackstadt.

The proposed Madison County Discovery Enterprise Zone meeting as it does include Old Town.

Community Administrator Jamie Broad said he believes there are many enterprises and organizations that will begin to expire this year and the state is looking for a plan.
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Jimmy Shepard is actually a fourth generation Furniture Business. His great-grandfathers started Shepard Office Supply.

Jimmy Shepard has an exceptional group of staff that are committed to customer service.

Shepards can rent or custom build battery packs at the store and deliver it to your home.

Jimmy Shepard can also test your phone screen.
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Ask the video from watching his parents work, he doesn’t ship a lot. "Best work, determination, productivity," said Joe Feigl.
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